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Thermodynamic analysis of material removal mechanisms indicates that an ideal tool

for shaping of materials is a high energy beam, having infinitely smnll cross-section,
precisely controlled depth, and direction of penetration, and does not cause any
detrimental effects on the generated surface. The production of the beam should be
relatively inexpensive and environmentally sound while the material removal rate
should be reasonably high for the process to be viable. A narrow stream of high
energy water mixed with abrasive particles comes close to meeting these requirements
because abrasive waterjet machining has become one of the leading manufacturing
technologies in a relatively short period of time. This paper gives an overview of the
basic research and development activities in the area of abrasive waterjet machining
in the 1990s in the United States.

1 Introduction
As we are poised toward the 21st centur!, it will be interesting

to conduct a review of the state of the art of modern manufactur-

\_ ing processes, which were born in the last quarter of the 20th
century. Among these processes, abrasive waterjet machining
has offered certain unique capability to machine exotic and
difficult-to-machine materials where conventional machining is
often technically or economically not feasible. As a nontradi-
tional machining method, this process is still evolving and un-
dergoing sophistication day-by-day finding widespread applica-
tions in various areas, which can be expected to increase consid-
erably in the 2lst century.

Even though waterjet cutting machines started to operate in
the early 1970s for cutting wood and plastics, abrasive waterjet
(AWJ) machining was first introduced in 1983 as a commercial
system for cutting glass. Currently, AWJ cutting finds applica-
tion for machining a wide range of metals and nonmetals such
as cast iron, stainless steel, mild steel, aluminum, copper, tita-
nium and its alloys, high carbon steels, tool steels, concrete,
ceramics, metal matrix composites, laminates, and fiber-rein-
forced composites. High speed and multidirectional cutting ca-
pability, high cutting efficiency, ability to cut complicated
shapes of even nonflat surfaces very effectively at close toler-
ances, minimal heat build-up, low deformation stresses within
the machined part, easy accomplishment of changeover of cut-
ting patterns under computer control, etc. are a few of the advan-
tages offered by this process which make it ideal for automation.
Due to its versatility, this cutting tool is finding application not
only in contour cutting, but also in other machining methods
such as drilling, milling, turning, threading, cleaning, and hybrid
machining.

Basic research and development in the area of abrasive wa-
terjet machining in the United States are currently promoted by
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five university laboratories namely the University of Kentucky,
University of Washington, University of Rhode Island, New
Jersey Institute of Technology, and University of Missouri-
Rolla, and one industry which is Quest Integrated, Inc. Organi-
zations such as Boeing, NASA, Pratt & Whitney, U.S. Air -
Force, and manufacturers of waterjet cutting systems conduct
rgsearch in this area which is of proprietary nature. Of the above
universities, University of Missouri-Rolla is concentrating on
research activities primarily in mining and rock cutting;
whereas, others are involved in research and development re-
lated to manufacturing area. In this paper, state of the art of the
research in AWJ cutting as a manufacturing activity is being
discussed. Table 1 shows the different topics which are being
investigated in AWJ machining in the above institutions.

The basic research activities in abrasive watedet machining
performed in the 1990s in U.S. can be broadly divided into four
different areas such as,

. research dealing with understanding the physics of the
process,

. research oriented toward operations of the process,
o research focused on systems, sensing, monitoring, and

controlling, and
. development of new applications to broaden the scope of

this technology.

Being a modern manufacturing process, abrasive waterjet ma-
chining is yet to undergo sufficient sophistication so that its
fullest potential can be exploited. Thus, all the investigations
are motivated toward enhancing the capability of the process.
A brief discussion of the state of the art of the research activities
in the AWJ machining area is given below.

2 Physics of The AWJ Machining Process

The research and developrnent oriented toward understanding
the physics of the AWJ machining process involve several as-
pects of the process such as wear mechanisms, erosion model-
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Wear mechanisms/erosion modeling

EnergY dissiPation Phenomenon

Surface characterization of AWJ cutting

Drilling with abrasive waterjet

Turning/threading with AWJ

3 dimensional machining

Ultra-high Pressure sv$ems
Temperature r"o.tng-io AWJ cutting

Studies on AWJ nozzlewear and orifice health monitoring

Smart nozzles
Ice iet machining^cf,i-g;;i; 

and abrasive crYogenic jets

Hvbrid macrunmg

Polishing and cleaning with high pressure waterjet
N"* l"oLV Institute of Technology

ing, energy dissipation phenomenon'.and surface charactenza-

tion. salient teatures oi th"r" investigations are briefly given

below.

2.1 Wear Mechanisms/Erosion Modeling' Investiga-

tions into ttre mectranisrns of hydro-abrasive wear during AWJ

machining t uu" roJ""J on unirvtical modeling [1-3 ] ' visual-

ization studies t4i ;; slatistical analysis t5, Olr..enalytical

models have been"rJii"""iiy a.riuro-based on Finnie's [7]

and Bitter', tgt moiJi i- Oty "tosive wear' Hashish [9] devel-

oped a particle "'o'ion model to predict the smooth cutting

region (cuttrng *;;;;;;;j *a ryltitt cutting region (deforma-

ii"'";.;;""E1 a"p'tt' ii;j" and Rimulu [10' I l] dcrived gov-

erning equations for smoottr cutting.*gi::- !::P 
and rough

cutting region tniniuttuming steidy-itate cutting conditions

bv equating the ;;H;i;;mo-uat r# of individuat abrasives

on a local ,"ur" tJii'"-*i"'o'"opic volume removal rate and

."*Uf"i"g with the momentum equation for the slurry stream

in both regions. Simpte fractgle mechanical model and model

of comminution #;;;t"d by \lomber 
and Kovacevic [12]

to define ,".onduf^;r;il";;ti6" in waterjet cuttiry_ 9f brittle

multiphase materials' Ilnvestigations condu"'"Ulf^f into the

material r"*ouut' ir"chanisms-in refractory ceramics indicated

that in the SCR ;;;;;fttmgval is through 9in1ultggous 
cut-

ting of the matrixln; inttusion (transgrinulat;' which could

be due to the "t;i"bilit ot nigtt"t sp"cifrc 3et :T:qv-1th"-l"t
; il" t"rf, una-in tttt RCR the material removal Process ls

characterized by tf'L '"*ouuf of the binding P"F1 
followed by

a washing of the t*ili;; jiuinr (intergranular).Investigations

of zeng*d Kt;il, giitioi;^t"d that-the erosion mechanisms

associated witfr AWi "uning and milling of polycrystalline ce-

ramics is characte;;;J;t PTasdc flow ut ttre immediate impact

site and int"rg,unoft network cracking at the interior due to

impact induced il; waves' Th" qY{i.futive pr-edictions of the

;;il;;"aerc *ere verified with AWJ erosion experiments'

Through u tot"i "pit"1t1' Yons and Kovacevic [14] sug-

gested that the u"t"tu"V of the aniytical models in predicting
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the hydro-abrasive behavior of AWJ can be considerably im-

Ill.lJaii,i" _"0"r, *, based on water-mixture film erosion,

instead of dry ttotion' fftit upprougl employed e11ct-lofutions

for an inhomogen";;;";i problem-and the Hertz impact

theory to determi* ,h"Llr"",r of water-mixture film adhering

to solid materials o" i*p*t contact. closed-form expressions

were obtained for dry cbntact impact force' and film contact

impact force. fnro,igil &;ttt"";tal verification of the analyti-

cal model it was ton?iuA"^a that in c-omparison with dry contact'

the maximu* i*p*t r*"" is significantly reduced by the pres-

ence of water-mix*tt hf* whei impact energy of T object is

low. The effect "f th; water-mixturafilm reduces with increase

in impact energy "p-," " .riiical value and then it stabilizes.

2.2 Energy Dissipatiol ThtP-o-enon' 
Energy dissipa-

don proce.r", pru:/ ui"v t-"iq:l determining the technical and

econbmical p",fo'iounce of AWJ machining' Underst*ding the

components invoiv'Jin't* "n"tgy dissipafion process'and esti-

mating the quantity of the energy disiipated provide useful

information rot "pti*i1"'i"" gith;pt*tti' Figut"'1 shows the

simplifi ed "n",g/iJ"""t J"titg "oiting *ith' abrasive waterjet'

t;i;'*i';;d"i;' i"u"toi"d bv Momber et al' [l-5] to

quantify tn" "n"igv;;ti#eio"i"n AWJ cuning' Different

mechanisms of energy dissipation.ouine AWJ machining such

as erosion a"Uris lo-nitation', friction, Jater-solid particle film

damping, *o *.inpi-"., truting were identified. Detailed ex-

perimental investigations-y^ere conducted U6' 171 to quantify

ihe contributions-5i the different mechaniJms involved in this

dissipation pro""tt and the exit energy of the jet'

2.3 Surface Characterization of AWJ Cutting' In AWJ

cutting, as the :"t En""ut"t inlo 
fu workpiece' it loses its

kinetic energy t6ntinuou'ly and starts deflecting' Tut'a typical

AwJ generated s;;;;-h; iwo distinct regions along the kerf

wall; one i, u ,"jltiu"iy t*ootl region (cuning Y"'at' zone) at

the top of the k;;J;ire other is aitriateo region (deformation

wear zonel ", ,i"TJ,i"*-oi tt" kerf [18]- The investigations
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in surface characteization of AWJ cutting are focused toward
either understanding the profile generation mechanisms [19-
2I7 or developing suitable sftategy to monitor and control the

surface finish 121,221.
A physical model was developed by Hashish [19] to describe

the waviness (striations) phenomenon associated with AWJ
cutting. Investigations [20, 21] into surface profile characteriza-
tion indicate that AWJ cut profile is predominantly random,
Gaussian and isotropic in nature. Apart from the process param-
eters, the vibration of the AWJ machining system originating
from the driving motors, plays a significant role [20] on the
striation generating mechanisms of the machined surface.
Wavelength decomposition of the ARMA models representing
the surface profile signature indicate that [21] a typical AWJ
cut profile is made up of two wavelengths namely primary and
secondary. The primary and the secondary wavelengths at the
smooth cutting zones are caused by the abrasive particles
whereas in the rough cutting zone, the primary wavelength is
caused by the jet diameter and the secondary wavelength is
caused by the abrasive particles.

Investigations [22] into surface quality monitoring indicated
that the static level of the workpiece normal force can be
adopted as a suitable parameter for monitoring the surface finish
in AWJ cutting. Through a separate analysis, Kovacevic et al.

[21] demonstrated that the power spectrum density of the
ARMA models representing the dynamic force is capable of
providing a quantified measure of the surface finish at the RCR.
Through a semi-empirical model, Raju and Ramulu [23] sur-
mised, that the total kinetic energy of the jet at the point of
transition of SCR and RCR is a critical parameter which dictates
the striation formation.

Scanning electron microscope studies conducted 124, 251 to
investigate the surface and subsurface damages during AWJ
machining indicate that abrasive shearing and brittle fracture
mechanisms are predominant in composite materials with high
interstitial integrity, and ductile shear induced by scooping and
plowing action of abrasive particles predominate material re-
moval in ductile material.

3 Operations
The operations aspect of AWJ machining consists of drilling,

turning, threading, and 3D machining.

3.L Drilling with Abrasive Waterjet. Investigations on
drilling using AWJ are being conducted currently at the Univer-
sity of Kentucky, University of Washington, and Quest Inte-
grated, Inc. Drilling difficult-to-machine materials such as ce-
ramics, glass, high nickel alloys used as gas turbine materials,
etc., pose a formidable challenge to drilling with conventional
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drill bits. Deep hole drilling using laser causes undesirable sur-
face characteristics, considerable heating of the workpiece and
need for additional processing. Drilling using AWJ is a viable

alternative for this purpose. Emphasis of the research in drilling
using AWJ in the University of Kentucky and University of
Washington is primarily on drilling stationary workpiece with
stationary jet whereas Quest Integrated, Inc. is focusing in AWJ
deep hole drilling up to 2.5 m depth. Hashish demonstrated

126l tJtat different techniques such as rectangular shaped AWJ
with rotating workpiece, stationary workpiece with oscillating
jet, or stationary workpiece with rotating jet can be adopted to
produce high quality deep holes.

Depth monitoring in opaque materials during AWJ drilling
of small diameterblind holes is very difficult to perform without
intemrptions. In order to control blind hole drilling process
efficiently, depth monitoring is the primary issue, which is being
addressed by the investigators. A semiempirical transient nu-
merical model for prediction of the depth of AWJ drilling was
developed by Raju and Ramulu [23] based on the principle of
conservation of momentum. This drilling model was providing
close correlation at medium drilling depths. Kwak et al. l27l
adopted a different approach to address this issue. Their investi-
gations demonstrated that acoustic emission signal generated

during the AWJ drilling process can be used as an effective
tool for monitoring the drilling depth. This investigation also
showed that acoustic emission sensing technique provides criti-
cal information and more insight into the material removal
mechanisms during the AWJ drilling process. Yong and Kova-
cevic [28] developed a theoretical model to construct arbitrary
particle-laden jet flow by fractal point sets which was demon-
strated for predicting AWJ drilling depth.

Two-dimensional dynamic photoelasticity method was devel-
oped by Ramulu [29] to record the photoelastic stress patterns

associated with AWJ drilling and cutting. These fringe patterns
were used to identify the transient stress fields adjacent to the
drilled hole during the initial crater generation and crack propa-
gation. A new approach using reflection interference optical
method called photo-carrier wave method was developed by
Yeh et al. [30] cornbining the laser holography and traditional
photoelasticity to determine the principal stresses in the vicinity
of the AWJ drilling zone.

3.2 Turning/Threading with AWJ. In turning with
AWJ, the workpiece is rotated while the AWJ is traversed axi-
ally as well as radially to produce the required turned surface.
Investigations on AWJ turning has addressed the volume re-
moval rate, surface finish control, visualization, and modeling

[31] of the turning process. Unlike conventional turning, AWJ
turning is less sensitive to the original part shape. Its relative
insensitivity to length-to-diameter ratio of the workpiece en-
ables the process to turn long and small diameter pafls to precise
dimensions. This process is ideally suitable for machining diffi-
cult-to-machine materials such as ceramics, composites, glass,
etc.

Detailed investigations conducted at University of Rhode Is-
land [32, 33] demonstrated that composite screw threads ma-
chined using AWJ have a good potential as an alternative for
adhesive bonding or bolted connections. They provide a fast
and reliable method of obtaining good quality thread profiles.

Numerical stress analysis of the joints indicate that the resulting
threads have the potential to provide good joint strength as
compared to adhesive bonded joints. Microstructural examina*
tion of machined threads reveal minimal structural damage.
Mechanical characterization of threaded joints revealed a strong
dependence of joint strength on composite fiber orientation.

3.3 Three-Dimensional Machining. Three-dimensional
machining of cylindrical objects is relatively easy to perform

by incorporating cutting, turning and drilling in the same setup.
However, 3D machining of flat objects using AWJ has always
been a challenge. Capability to monitor and control the depth
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Table 2 Models for predicting depth of penetration in AWJ cutting

Hashish [1]

Hashish [1]

Kovacevic Mohan & Hirscher [34]

Teng and Kim [35, 36]

Chung, Geskin & Singh [37]

Momber and Kovacevic [38]

cd, f l4m, \t' %
J l -

2.5 \trudlp,/ Vi

I

Ductile materials (SCR)

Ductile materials (RCR)

Concrete regression model

Brittle materials

Ductile materials

Ductile and brinle materials

fid,or . Cr Vo
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u0.567l
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of penetration in AWJ cutting and drilling determines the 3D

;;hiri"g effectiveness. Both analytical and empirical models

fruu" t""i'developed for predicting the depth of-penetration in

AWJ cutting. These models are given in Table 2'

To contr6l the uniformity of the AWJ penetration into the

*orkpi".", it is necessary to devise a sensing -system that can

,"*"-ttr" depth of AWipenetration on-1ine. Kovacevic [39]

demonstrated that workpiice normal force generated by AWJ

could be used as an indiiator of the depth of jet penetration' A

r"i,"Uf. optimization strategy was develoP4 UV Kovacevic and

fang t+Ol by applying the principles of Fuzzy set theory to

,"f"E,in"'opii*ui pto.l* parameters for achieving a required

;"pah of .oiin a given material. The advanrage of this approach

is itre elimination of the need for extensive experimentation.

Acoustic emission was used as a parameter by MgFn et al'

i;1f;;"nitor the depth of penetraiion on-line in AWJ cutting-

i# p"ut of the po*"t tp""i*- density of the.ARMA. model

ffi"'r"nting the AE signal exhibits a linear relationship with

lL'* J"pttr.i suitable c-ontrol strategy was proposed using this

approach.-i;; 
general approaches are adopted for pg{oTgnq three-

dimensi|nal machining of flat objects with AWJ. The first ap-

il;"h involves the uiage of.templates or masks to machine

complex patterns such aslsogrid structures [42] where selective

oocketing is needed. Even though this method is relatively

il;i;f i"rward, the entrapmgnt 9{ AWJ mixture between the

temp"late and the workpiece should be avoided to prevent any

a;J^g" of the workpiece gurflce' Most of the complicated

,tffi "unnot be produced by.the.template method. alone- The

,r"6nA approach oi:O machining is by controlling the exPosure

iiln" ttrro.igh manipulation of traversb rate and the number of

;;;;"5; to its ;ersatility, the potential of 3D machining by
'controll ingtheexposuretimeneedstobeexploited.

kouu"r-uic and Yong l43,44lhave develop4.a robust model

foi simutating 3D AWi machining process. This model com-

bines two fuidamental issues tog-ther, namely kinematics of

it " p"tairres and the constitutive equation for. the erosion rate

"i"'pr"i"le. The theoretical framework consists of two parts.

Ci";;; quantifies the particle motion, including velocities and

l,o.utionr,^on the crosslsection of an arbitrarily ghaped nozzle

Lt;rirg it"ctal point sets generate$ by nonlinear iterative equa-

ti,ons. 'ihe othei purt ur.lttains the constitutive equation for

estimating the penetrating ability-of a particle experiencing cut-

ting (or iru"t*"; *"* 
-*d 

deformation wear. Based on the

J"%np"a model, a quantitative-simulation of AWJ machining

;;, ;;k"rr"ed for toca ano global machining parameters such

Journat of Manufacturing Science and Engineering

a s t h e a v e r a g e d e p t h o f c u t o r d r i l l , s u r f a c e w a v i n e s s a n d
ioogt n.rr. Ti! validity of m: ip features of the surfaces gener-

;tfi,ht""gh the model for different processes such as drilling

and cuttinfwas verified through diverse exp_eriments-with glass,

iiiunio- a--nd other metals, un? ttr"y were found to be in good

u!i""rn"n,. Due to the universality of this model, it could be

,i"Jf"r exploring new functions of AWJ as a machining tool

;;il"i;g "*p"ntiit and time consuming tests' figurg 2 shows

ifr" :O Z"nfiguration of kerfs produced by a triangular nozzle

for different brientations as an example'

4 Systems and Sensing

Investigations into the systems and sensing in AWJ machin-

ing consiits of Ultra-high preslure systems' temperature sens-

inE, ewl nozzle *ear monitoring" and smart nozzles'

4.lUltra.HighPressureSystems.Commerciallyavail-
able,highpressureintensifierPlrmpsprovidereliableoperations
6;; 380'tutpu. The cuuing of m-tats and composites without

"!frg ub*riu". is limited aithese pfessufes. To overcome these

limitations, tests were conducted at Quest Inlegrated' Inc' by

in"i.^ring the waterjet pressurel up to 690 MPa with signifi-

;;;,lt imiroved ."tultt. It was found that 0'025 mm diameter

i"t ut OqO Mpu ir feasible in making thin cuts and small diameter
'h;il;6tn 

rr,""t metals t451. AdAition of abrasives to the

ffi;; pi.ttut" jets has also- been explored' fr: p:T:e is to

#,*j" the particle velocity. A speclal vacuum assist line has

L-""n J.u"topeO [45] to entrain thl abrasive to the nozzle.Pte-

fi*inu.y invfstigations indicate that reducing the waterjet diam-

eter improves the efficiency of cutting'
High pressure continuous abrasive suspension-:-ets (ASJ) are

b"iffa"*loped at Quest Integrated, Inc' [45] ' Figure 3 shows

tfr" itr"*atics of thii system. Three basic critical components

*" ona"t investigation for developing reliable high pressure

ASJ system. nu*ily nozzle, valv31, and isolator. The isolator

was s6lected to eliminate the need for slurry seal de.velopment'

rnir ron""pt showed increased reliability and flexibility in con-

*ifirg effective stroke length and pressure fluctuations without

the need for an accumulatJr. Nozzle material made out of mo-

lff;;; carbide and diamond composite showg::9ltoTit"

forrel iableoperat ionuPto4hours.However, thereisst i l la
need for improved noril" material. It has been observed ASJ

cut up to 5 iimes faster than AWJ'

4.2 Temperature Sensing in AWJ Cutting' Contrary to

the traditional manufacturing !'oc"ss"s, the absence of thermal

effects and heat affected zone in AWJ cutting process have

I

4-.,.

\-,
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Fig. 2 3D configurations of kerfs produced by a triangular nozzle (a-b) different views of a kerf to show the
variation of waviness and roughness (c) comparison with (a-b) when the orientation of the nozle is changed
(d). A section view of (c) to show details of lateral waviness and bottom roughness

tempted one to often refer to this technique as a cold-jet cutting
process. However, cutting of materials like titanium yields spark
showers and water vapor at the cutting zone indicating the
presence of highly localized heating effects. Thermal sensitive
materials like certain polycarbonates, plastics, glass, certain
composite materials, and biomaterials like bones are subjected
to structural deformation and crack formation when exposed to
temperature rise of even a few degrees. Apart from the work-
piece, the cutting nozzle is also subjected to temperature rise
due to erosive wear and turbulent mixing. Hence, there is a need
to investigate the source of heat generation and its distribution in
the workpiece as well as the abrasive watedet nozzle.

Investigations performed to monitor the temperature distribu-
tion involved both analytical modeling and experimental stud-
ies. Two-dimensional moving line heat source model was used
as the basis for the analytical model to monitor the thermal
energy distribution. As heat flux could not be determined di-
rectly (due to the complexity of the problem), a suitably defined
inverse heat conduction problem through a parameter estimation

78O I Vol. 119, NOVEMBER 1997

approach which uses the experimentally determined tempera.
ture histories at various points in the workpiece, was adopted.
Even though the analytical approaches were similar, Ohadi et
al. t46] used thermocouples for workpiece temperature mea-
surement whereas Kovacevic et al. [47] adopted infrared (IR)
sensing technique. Different workpiece materials such as alumi-
num, stainless steel and titanium alloy were used for the investi-
gations. Apart from being a simpler tool for workpiece tempera-
ture monitoring, infrared sensing offers to be a feasible tech-
nique for visualization of AWJ cutting mechanisms in opaque
materials. It was also demonstrated [47] that IR sensing tech-
nique could be used as a viable method for monitoring the
nozzle wear using the temperature distribution in the AWJ cut-
ting nozzle

4.3 Studies on AWJ Nozzle Wear and Orifice Health
Monitoring. The role of the nozzle in AWJ machining can
be considered to be analogous to that of the cuning tool in
traditional machining; the difference being that there is no tool-

Bozzle BoviDg

\

\'--
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Feasibilityofseveralinnovativeapplicationsrelatedtohigh
pr"rrur" waterjet machining are.a ych as ice-jet machining'

fi;;t'".J'"Lt*i"" .ry-og"nic jets' hybrig maching' pol-

irti"?, ""0 cleaning have beJn investigated with high success'

5.1 Ice Jet Machining' In AWJ machining' abrasives

,u"fr1, gu*"t, aluminum oiidt, quartz' etc' are added to a thin

;;;;"? higtr velocity waterjet in oroer to improve the cutting

"ifl.riu"n"rJ. Ho*"ner, addition of abrasive particles lead to

increase in the "ori of 
'p.oduction, 

undesirable environmental

ffi;;;, a-nd minimal u*ut" jet diameter' It would be highty

JesiraUte to enhance the productivity of waterjet -and yet use

abrasives. This oOjectiloe can be aciieved by replacement of

uU.utiu"t by ice iutti"t"t and formation of ice.jet (U)' As

the hardness of icl is less than that of the abrasives used in

.onut"rional AWJ;U may not be ry highly productive,it 
lyj

However, cost reduction and elimination of the negatlve envl-

,on*"ntul effects could overweigh the reduction in prodlctivity'

Th" *ort imporrant advantagJ is the feasibility of IJ usage

fo, tttuping oi mai"tials in fJod, electronics' space' and other

branchesofindustrywhereanycontaminationinthecourseof
iro""ttine should be completely eliminated' One of the Poten-

iiat apptications of U is medicine'
Ice-Jetmachiningtechnologyhasbeendeveloped[57]at

N"w lertey InstitG of Technologl in which a niurow stream

oimgn veiocity *u*f", entraineJ with ice particles is used as

the machining tool. A study was -conducted 
to establish the

ilu.iUifit' of fir*uiion of trigh sryed water-ice slurry and evalu-

"i" ,fr" "i,ility of this jet to 
-tnuihin" 

materials. This slurry can

U" g"r,"rureAin t*o liays' One P"thd 
is to mix the small ice

prfi"t", into watei ,t "u* in the mixing charnber similar to

lii*ing abrasive particle. In this case, the abrasive supply system

;;dbe modified to prevent ice melting' This-typg of IJ can

be used for shapin! t}'u tiae variety of-To:luJs when the jet

diameter of 500 pi.,t -icton is acciptul|"-' If- the jet particles

should be less td;5b0 microns, U sliould be formed by partia|

freezing or *ut*-J"rirg "ro after acceleration. Two critical

factors to be considlred ior this tyP€ are the drop ! thg freezing

poin, of water at higher- pressures and need for additional heat

removal after the iienthatpic expansion through the waterjet

orifice. Schematic oi ttt" ici-iet michining by ice particle injec-

tion is shown in Fig. 6'
In the second tyi" "f IJ system where the ice particles are

e"o;rut"d within til" ,t "u*, the carbide rlozzle is replaced by a

4ilil-Jnnert;il"ilerged in a liquid laCI'.w1er i' iiit'ly
.otf"a ptiot to the boostet pu-P-: The high velocity water exlt-

G t "it tft. nor"t" *ut puttiuily fto""n in the copper tube'

and the ice jet ;;; exiiing the copper tube was used for

cartridge for several applications. The challenge of reliable car-

|6GEperation *ur ti O.tign a small-size, non-metal-to-metal,

;;igfr;;tture quick-tonn"Jt seal with minimal maintenance'

ffi;td-* criticaldesign criteria was positioning accuracy of the

"iii u,p. signific;; reduction in 
^rlowntime 

was observed in

"p"t"ii"tit t q:oitint -oltip-rgSactrining operations when quick-

.hung" nozzle was used t56l'

5 New APPlications

machining.
Preliminaryexperimentalresultsdemonstratedthefeasibility

"fl;;; machining of different materials such as aluminum,

,i""i,-,itunium, ptasiic, and plexiglass' IJ cutting results in the

formation of a clean rutru& wiih minimal material removal,

lower kerf width *o i*proved cutting and drilling effective-

ness.

5.2 Cryogenic and Abrasive Cryogenic Jets' ^The 
use

of liquid nit og"n iets tras been demonstrated by the Air Force

4ih;rg ufora:tory t63l fgr explosive washout. Also it was

6;;;J ;y Idaho dnergv Nutional Laboratory (INEL) that

ii,irid "i"ogen Sets t u,o" 6""n used to cut several relatively soft

RETURN ?O
P'I.JMP $JCNON

CLOSED
. 

OPEN

.-
FRON AJMP

,r"rro*J

workpiece contact here. However, like a conventional tool, AwJ

iiiri" is also subjected to constant wear as machining prog-

resses. one of the most critical parts that influences the technical

unJ ".onomical p"*ot un"" of the AWJ system is the AWJ

nozz|e.TheincreasedwearoftheAwJnozz|emakestheclear.
un""t.t*eentheabrasivemixtureandthenozz|elarger.This
,uo,,, incomplete mixing of the abrasive particles with the high

""i".iry waterjet *tti.tt rlsults in deterioration in cutting ability'

ooor surface quality, and affects the precision of machining

5""titg^*J"tituurJ changes, in workpiece geometry' Hence

,ri,"UfZ methods tt".O ,o f,e devised to ensure uniform product

;;"iitn at desirabl" i"u"tt by replacement or compensating for

tit" *o* nozzle at the right time'
Both direct and indiiect sensing techniques hav.e .been

adoptedfornozzlewearmonitoring.Thesesensingtecnruques
;";;;-i" 

-i"ur" 
3. Investigation-s conducted by Kim et al.

is;iirei"ated that polycarboiate plastic tubing is an excellent

-ut"riut for acceleritei nozzle wear simulation. Detailed wear

,-ut" inu"rtigations-indicate that aluminum oxide abrasive has

hieher erosion capability than garnet for brittle nozzles and

*ii.pi*"t Lut i.'"qouf 
'ot 

"u"_nl"ss effective for eroding duc-

tile nozzles and *oitfi"tts' Investigatioll of the effects of

offset inner Oiu-"ter iID) on AWJ-machining process [55]

i"ai""," that offset io'uau"rtely affects the nozzle -wear and

;;;; ;;t" p"Jo**ce, only when rhe measured offset is

greater than 0.2 mm.- 
Quest Integrated, Inc. has developed [a5] a suitable strategy

for monitoring trre'orifice health. This is based on monitoring

the vacuum tevet in ttre mixing chamber, located just below the

*ppt '*or i f ice.n ' . t ' " .u, ic-sof theor i f iceheal thsensor is
,tl'*" ir Fig. 4. As a worn out orific,e will affect the coherence

l"njth of thJ3et exiting from the orifice, it is used as a measure

of the orifice rt"uitft. io*"' coherence length 9f.q" 
jet which

i, inai.utiue of a worn nozzle was showing a higher pressure

in the sensor. Hilher vacuum is accompanied by a more coher-

ent jet indicating a healthy orifice'

4.4smartNozzles.ToautomatetheAWJmachiningpro-
."*-u qui"t "t ung" notzle-was developeg by Quest Integrated'

i"". iiol. This noi"r" t^ show-1 in Fie-' 5) consists of anozzle

body that attaches io tfi" end effectot inO cartridges tlrat repre-

sentAWJtools.ncu'triogecontainstheorif iceandthenozz|e
i; ; alignable assembly.-The alignment of the cartridge was

provided to allow ;; Gr to seleci the propercombinations of

i"","ri",-&il *O no"a" and also io be able to reuse the
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Table 3 Studies on AWJ notele wear monitoring

Direct sensing methods
1g

-a

,
I
3

i
i
I
l
I

i \ -

Ultrasonic gauging

AWJ nozzle wear probe

Operates on ultrasonic pulse-echo
technique

Wear sensor embedded on nozzle tip
made of conductive loops on ceramic
substrate

Kovacevic and Evizi [48]

Kovacevic [49]

Indirect sensing methods

Opto-electric sensing of AWJ
stream diameter

Optical tracking of kerf width
Vibration monitoring

Workpiece normal force

Acoustic signature analysis

Infrared sensing technique

Using machine vision system consisting
of CCD camera and laser light source

Monitoring kerf width using CCD camera
Detecting the change in nozzle vibration

using accelerometer
Amplitude of static workpiece reactive

force quantified wear in AWJ turning
Sound generated during the flow of WJ

and AWJ was proportional to Nozzle
ID

Radial and axial wear of AWJ nozzle
based on peak temperantre
measurement

Kovacevic [50]

Kovacevic and Evizi [481
Kovacevic and Evizi [48]

Kovacevic and Evizi [48]

Kovacevic, Wang & ftang [51]

Kovacevic, Mohan & Beardsley t47l

Real-time confol strategies

Time series analysis

Fuzzy recognition

Artificial neural networks

ARMA Modeling of dynamic workpiece
normal force in AWJ cutting

Algorithm based on fuzzy set theory
using static force

Based on backpropagation algorithm
using Frequency domain sound signals

Kovacevic [50]

Kovacevic and Zhang l52l

Mohan, Kovacevic and Damarla [53]

materials. Dunsky and Hashish [64] generated liquefied CO2
jets to explore the potential of cryogenic cutting and to identify
the requirements for cryogenic jet development. A 345 MPa
COz jet was found to perform comparably to a waterjet at the
same pressure and flow rate. Investigations are underway to
develop abrasive cryogenic jets.by entraining palletized CO2.
It was observed that the resulting jet improved cleaning power
but not cutting power which could be due to disintegration of
CO2 particles at the highly erosive environment during the mix-
ing process.

5.3 Hybrid Machining. Since inception, metal machin-
ing processes have always focused on performance improve-
ment in terms of better surface quality, reduced cutting forces,
enhanced tool life and improved chip shape. This objective can

be better achieved if the thermallfrictional conditions existing
at the cutting zone can be controlled effectively. Application of
cutting fluids is an external means to reduce the frictional forces
and dissipate the undesirable heat produced at the cutting zone.
Location of placement, speed and direction of application of
cutting fluids are critical factors which determine their effective-
ness. Hybrid machining processes are developed at the Univer-
sity of Kentucky t58-601, University of Missouri-Rolla [61],
and Cleveland State University [62]by the application of high
piessure waterjet in order to achieve the above objectives.

5.4 Polishing and Cleaning With High Pressure Wa-
terjet. One of the recent applications of high pressure waterjet
is in precision polishing and cleaning technology. New Jersey

HIGH+RESSURE
WATER TUBE

ilOUNNNGPIJTE
CARTRIDGE

FLUSHING
PORTS

VACUUM
ASSISTPORT

ABRASI\/E
bILET PORT

JEWELHEALTH
UNE

LOCKING CY1JNDER

I, l
I

i:l
:,1
i
I

INTELUGENT
NOZLE SOOY

PRE.AUGNED
CAR1FIOGE

Fig.5 Schematic of quick change noaleFig. 4 Schematic of orifice heatth sensor
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Institute of Technology [65] is currently involved in developing

,ii"-,".t nology of poiittti"g aiffi cult-to-machine materials such

ur-."ru*i", ino t igrr aroi steels using high pressure waterjet.

F"riritG using nffr is ierformed-bv impingtyl -"i-T:l:
;;;t slailori ( near zero) angles-' E*B"lT:nt"l l1l::lgatlons
demonstrate that compared tJ other hnishing operations like

dJtttg, IWJ as u potitting tool is. capable.of achieving ten

fold improvement in rutfu.. hnish with very little surface/sub-

surface damage or any induced stresses at impingem:-nt angles

il; ,il 20 deg.Investigations performed t66l by University

of Rhode Island in appli-cation of lat"rjgt 
in coating removal

pr*"rt indicate thai process. optimization can be achieved
",tt"ugft 

understanding of co^aling. mlterial properties' their re-

*uuT mechanismr und careful selection of process parameters'

Th; eshblished precision cleaning technolo-gies are based on

th";r;tf special ctiemical compounds for surface decontamina-

tion and soil removJ fto* vesiels and nuclear reactors. Tight-

;fit environmental regulations make this approach to surface

;;;;t;i"g illegal and too expensive.due to the usage of chloro-

ffi;;;;ffi; icicl and ozone depleting solvents (oDS)'

i.l";-l"ir"y tnstiiuie of Technology has developed a robotic

*"t".:"i cllaning ,ytr"* [67,. 68] which uses a spiral nozzle

io, p-.r"irion cleining applications. Experimental investigations

,t oiu that stand-oif iittuitte is a critical parameter for.cleaning

;ilg *oain"a "ippf. block lgzzlewhere 
the waterjet impinge-

,.rr"nii, at a direct'i|n p"rp"noicular to the cleaning surface. The

f[asibility of Uotfr- uiproaches have been established and the

results indicate trrat high pressure waterjet cleaning is a viable

and desirabt" t""ttniqo"" * it tti*inateJ debris contamination,

Fig. 7 Block diagram of new generation of AWJ cutting system

Journal of Manufacturing science and Engineering

workpiece surface/subsurface damage and has the potential for

recyiling water and off-Products'

6 Conclusions

Alltheinvestigationsdescribedaboveandtheirpredecessors
*" ,fr" vital and i.iti.A driving force behind the rapid progress

"iefu machinini and relatei fields in the past decade and a

fuf t; in" U.S. Th-" i.t.*th oriented toward understanding the

pttyt*t-"f the process have been very vital for the operations

and systems stuoy. Also, the proglesi made in the operations'

systems and sensin g *"ientargeitte scop€ of understanding of

;i;;h;;i;;ffi;"hining. 
-The 

new ipplications developed

in the high pressure abrasivJ waterjet area are complementary

to the basic ,rr.*.h and enhan"e ih" need to explore funher

oossibilities. Toward the realization of an effective and optimum

ilil;i;ia; ;wip;"cess perfonnance, rhe relarionship be-

ffi;;;Awipr*.r, parameters and the pfocess ourput needs

io U" uttO.rstooi clearly. The block diagram- of the new,genera-

tion of abrasive waterjet cutting systemequippgd with different

i.""rr-"i closedJoofteedback-control system: is shown in Fig.

i ^rivision for tne?uture. Even though few ofttrese controllers

,*t u, position controller and speed controller have been devel-

opedandpressurecontrolleris.beingdeveloped,thechallenge
i5t'L"-ni*re lies in inttgtuting tlie total sy.s19m' once this

olj".ri"" is met, eWf .ouii be ideal for a flexible manufactur-

ing environment.
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